S2 Appendix. Constructing Sequence-Based Features We tested five sequence-based features that are specific to the prior loci-based information about the SNV and are not dependent on the difference between wild-type. The first feature is the sequence conservation (SeqCons). The sequence conservation implies conservedness of the locus throughout the evolution process. The assumption being that the locus that is unchanged across species must be functionally important. We computed the sequence conservation by calculating the variation of amino acids in loci. That is, after multiple sequences aligning via ClustalW [1, 2] the query sequence with the homologous sequence extracted from MetaPhOrs API [3], a variation of an amino acid at a mutation point was calculated and conservation score was computed using the Jensen-Shannon divergence. Four additional features were adapted from sequence-based features of PolyPhen2 from DNA and protein levels. At the DNA level, the position SNV locus within the codon (CodPos) and the distance of the SNV locus from the closest intron/exon junction (MinDJxn) were identified and included as a sequence-based feature. At the protein level, Position-Specific Independent Counts (PSIC ) score [4] of the wild-type amino acid residue and the number of amino acids observed at SNV locus (Nobs) during multiple sequence alignment of homologous sequences were used.
